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ABSTRACT
META HOLLYWOOD
PLANET HOLLYWOOD X ANIMOCA BRANDS
The Next Frontier for collectable memorabilia, social clubs, dining, and web 3
experiences linked to Hollywood's most
iconic movies and IPs.
Meta Hollywood is building the largest online community for
movie lovers and creators through NFTs. Owning the largest
collection of Hollywood movie memorabilia, Meta Hollywood
digitalizes real-world entertainment experiences and bridges
them to the global online community by leveraging the cutting-edge NFT technology. With this new project, we add
value to the existing Hollywood memorabilia, where the value
of the memorabilia is being preserved as we create additional
utility and transform each associated NFT into a true digital
asset.
The Entertainment Metaverse will be democratised
by empowering movie lovers and the broader consumer
market to directly interact with movie producers and other
short-form content creators through a branded digital experience. Utilizing our native token, Meta Hollywood's HWOOD
($HWOOD), we aspire to realise our goal in transforming the
amazing Hollywood experience into a next-generation hybrid
web3 ecosystem that benefits and reaches the mass, industry field supporters and creators both online and offline.
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OUR VISION & MISSION
Currently, NFTs provide an online ledger of ownership for all assets recorded on the
blockchain. With this new technology, we envision a new world where digital and
real-life experiences will be merged. Not only does an NFT represent the ownership
and authenticity of the physical item, but it also encourages the connection and
interaction between supporters and creators, breeding a whole new community that
will grow and connect from perpetuating an Experience-And-Earn model.
Meta Hollywood transports guests into the amazing world of Hollywood through
authentic and rare memorabilia. While physical memorabilia deteriorate over time,
no matter how perfectly preserved, an NFT will live in eternity and can be enjoyed
without fear of deterioration. Therefore, we aspire to bridge real-world entertainment
experiences and digital assets through NFTs.
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PLANET HOLLYWOOD
WORLD-RENOWNED BRAND & TRADEMARK SINCE 1991
Planet Hollywood, a world-renowned brand and trademark established in 1991,
through Founder, Robert Earl, continues to develop exciting and new endeavours
while enlisting the star power of Hollywood’s brightest celebrities. With world-class
gaming, live entertainment, distinctive dining and out-of-this-world shopping, Planet
Hollywood provides guests of every age an unrivalled and unforgettable
entertainment experience.
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THE TECH POWERING
META HOLLYWOOD
The brand-new technology has taken the world by storm. Introduced in 2009, at the
peak of the financial crisis, cryptocurrency has now become one of the important
asset classes with a huge market capitalization.
Following the lead of Bitcoin, a lot of cryptocurrencies with different applications
emerged. An innovation called Smart contracts, are deployed to facilitate “trustless”
transactions on the blockchain, allowing the participating parties to transact
securely without knowing each other. Creating trust between two individuals or
parties where no trust exists.
Among the projects, Ethereum is the most well-known protocol. The community
agreed on the multiple application-level standards, Ethereum Requests for
Comments (ERCs), to promote interoperability and the development of the
ecosystem.
ERC20 is the most widely adopted standard, which has been used for crowd
funding, utilities for community governance, etc. Additionally, ERC20 standard
tokens are regarded as fungible tokens, which means that each unit of the
cryptocurrency is interchangeable, allowing parties to swap equal amounts of
tokens without any gain or loss.
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NON-FUNGIBLE TOKEN
In late 2017, a new standard called ERC721 was introduced and denoted a new
standardized interface for non-fungible tokens (NFTs). Unlike ERC20 tokens, NFTs
are unique and indivisible. Therefore, each NFT is distinguishable and cannot be
divided or merged.
Because of this unique feature, NFTs are adopted to represent ownership over
digital and physical assets. Its unique ID allows it to be tracked separately, and in
doing so, becomes the best blockchain-based asset to represent uniqueness.
Additionally, NFTs enable assets to be programmable and can improve liquidity and
security. By tokenizing these items, it makes transferring ownership and
authenticating them much easier. NFT is a game-changer for business to
accelerate transformation.
Major trends on the application of NFT have been primarily on digital artworks
selling for extremely attractive returns, or metaverse-based tradable items from
online play-to-earn projects. Organizations, especially community-based groups
such as clubs, and creators' economies are now applying NFT as keys to exclusive
members-only access and experiences.

THE META HOLLYWOOD
ACCESS PASS NFT
Serves as your membership into the Meta
Hollywood Ecosystem, bridging IRL Web2
- Web3 experiences.
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CURRENT LANDSCAPE
2020 already showed significant growth compared to the previous year but it must
be recognised that the industry entered a new era during 2021. At the same time,
growth was somewhat unbalanced:
• Trading volume, average price, and market size increased dramatically.
• Growth in active Smart Contracts (an indicator which provides an overview of the
number of active projects during the year) increased more modestly.
In brief, as demand increased, supply struggled to keep pace. This led to two
notable consequences:
• A sharp rise in prices.
• A proliferation of new “Quick win” projects, with low added value.
The community of more than two million active wallets now finds itself, at the start of
2022, awaiting new projects with greater added value in order to live up to the
promise made by NFT technology

Figure 1.0
https://nonfungible.com/re
ports/2021/en/yearly-nftmarket-report-free/form
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In 2020, the pace of NFT development accelerated to an unprecedented rate. The
number of active wallets in Q4 doubled in number from Q3 and tripled in number
from Q2.
In 2021, the NFT market size rose to another level. For example, the trading volume
alone at Axie Infinity, a cross-platform game with a play-to-earn model, reached a
30-day trading volume of $520M, two times the total volume across all NFT
platforms in 2020. This growth all happened after the news of Beeple selling an NFT
for his artwork for $69 million.
Soon after, institutions and brands discovered the potential and began entering the
new space one by one. Tech companies such as Samsung, IBM, and AMD
announced that they were launching NFT services. Luxury brands like LVMH and
Breitling are also participating. In addition, Nike, NBA, MLB, F1, Real Madrid, PSG,
and more sports brands are creating NFT games and products. Games companies
including Ubisoft and Atari are also trying to integrate NFT technology into their
games.
We have seen exponential growth in the market capitalization of NFTs in the last few
years, primarily because people see the potential and the market is more widely
accepting it.

Figure 2.0 https://financesonline.com/number-of-blockchain-wallet-users/

Unsurprisingly, the collectibles segment generated the most USD volume this
quarter, undoubtedly stemming from PFP hype but also from the continual increase
in the price of CryptoPunks and Bored Ape Yacht Club.
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Figure 3.0

https://nonfungible.com/ne
ws/corporate/q3-2021-nftquarterly-report

Authentication
One of the key attributes of NFTs is that they can verify and authenticate an asset, as NFTs
are unique and cannot be reproduced. For example, Nike has already filed a patent for
“CryptoKicks”1, tying a digital asset to shoes. If the owner would like to resell their shoes,
they could sell them and transfer ownership paired with the digital asset instead of using a
receipt or paperwork to prove authenticity.
Similar initiatives have come into the market in the space of luxury goods. For example,
Everledger, a blockchain platform, is helping apparel and jewellery companies to put their
products on the blockchain. The most prominent application is NFT diamonds, which
verifies their authenticity and ensures that the entire supply chain is mapped in a tamperproof way.

1

The Next Web - Nike now holds patent for blockchain-based sneakers called “CryptoKicks”
https://thenextweb.com/news/nike-blockchain-sneakers-cryptokick-patent
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Price Transparency
As every item sold is recorded on the blockchain, which is easily accessible to
everyone, price transparency is significantly increased. This transparency benefits
collectors in a couple of ways. By checking the price history, buyers can determine
if the selling price is fair. Also, because transactions are transparent, there is no
room for brokers to charge high commissions and sellers to charge unfair prices.

Royalty
In the world of physical assets, royalty payment cannot be easily applied, especially
with OTC markets. However, with NFTs, bound by a smart contract, creators can
benefit from their hard work if it remains popular via royalty payments. Whenever the
NFT is sold, the original creator will receive a certain percentage of the amount.
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META HOLLYWOOD NFT
COMMUNITY

Meta Hollywood holds the largest collection of Hollywood movie memorabilia in the
world, but this is not the most valuable element of the project we are proposing.
Hollywood movies attract millions of fans around the world. The multi-billion-dollar
industry also creates hundreds of thousands of roles for creators. The Meta
Hollywood (MH) NFT Community proposes to build a platform to gather both the
creators and fans, facilitating the interactions between them, pulling all movielovers, studios, producers, and creators closer through memorabilia, physical and
digital experiences, and the use of NFT technology.
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Creators
The Hollywood industry would not exist without all the talented creators, and their
efforts should be better appreciated and valued. The MH NFT Community will offer
a platform to exhibit their work and share the behind-the-scenes process.
All creators, including actors, directors, writers, musicians, costume designers, VFX
artists, makeup artists, etc., are invited to join the community and share the
products of their talent.
Tutorials
With talents from the Hollywood industry, we will produce online classes with wellknown instructors in their field of expertise, covering topics like cinematography,
scriptwriting, acting, and more. By sharing their experience and knowledge through
tutorial videos, creators will be able to earn rewards for their efforts.
On this platform, creators can create their own channel and offer paid content to
users. There will also be sponsorship programs in which companies can support
creators to deliver free content to users.
Personalized content will be wrapped in NFTs because of its exclusivity. Fans will
be able to collect and trade them on a secondary market either in our community or
in the open marketplace.
AMA (Ask-Me-Anything) Sessions
Industry talent and executives will periodically be invited to AMA sessions to answer
questions from the community on live streams. The content is exclusive to
community members only.

Database and Profiles
The MH NFT community will include an online database of information for
production crew, personal biographies, plot summaries, trivia, reviews, etc. The
database will allow creators to upload and update their own profiles, where fans
can visit and leave messages on their boards.
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Fans Of Hollywood
Physical Memorabilia x NFTs
Fans can browse and own some of the most memorable props and wardrobe
pieces from Hollywood films from the epic Terminator franchise to classics like
Wizard of Oz. As of now, there are more than 60,000 pieces of movie memorabilia in
our inventory, and the number is still increasing.
All memorabilia will be linked to NFTs and managed by Meta Hollywood’s
marketplace, to authenticate the asset. The MH NFT Community will host regular
NFT drops with seasonal, limited-edition items. For instance, on a particular
celebrity’s birthday, fans can collect the props and autographed posters of their
most iconic roles and films in a themed NFT drop. The calendar of drops doesn’t
stop there with movie anniversaries, world premieres, and award shows providing
regular themed NFT drops all year.
Our platform plans to use ecosystem engagement as the main form of
measurement to determine a community member’s chance of getting a piece of the
memorabilia they love. Advantages can be gained through engagement with the
ecosystem of games, events, drops and holding specific NFTs. Comparatively, this
is much better than a first-come, first-served, or highest bidding basis like most
other platforms because it ensures everyone in the community an equal chance to
experience the joy of owning the memorabilia NFT. Community members can
participate in the NFT drop and enter the whitelisting process with $HWOOD.

Meta Hollywood Marketplace
Fans who missed the initial sale will be given an opportunity to shop through the
marketplace, which is open to all community members. In the marketplace, anyone
can place bids or add items to sell. Before an item is publicly listed, it would have
undergone a strict examination procedure to verify its authenticity to protect the
buyers.
In the initial stages, we will only accept the listing of the movie memorabilia licensed
by Meta Hollywood. This is to ensure a safe and risk-free environment where our
community members can buy NFTs without the worry of encountering tricksters or
fraud.
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In later stages, the marketplace will accept more items for listing as the community
grows. A community DAO (Decentralized Autonomous Organization) will be formed
to help verify the items, to expand the community efficiently and reliably.

Profiles and Forums
Profiles allow fans to fill in basic information about themselves, their interests, and of
course, to show off their collection of NFTs. Fans can easily meet people who share
the same interests with this feature, while the forum provides a platform for
communication.
The forum is the place where all the interactions between fans happen. The NFTs
hold little value without the background from the movies and the support from the
fans. On the Meta Hollywood Ecosystem App blog & forum, fans can meet new
people, discuss the movies and creators they love, and share the joy of owning any
memorabilia at any time of the day.
Holders of NFTs within the MH community will be empowered to introduce new
governance features as the ecosystem matures. This will leverage the full power of
the blockchain and decentralize decision making.

Early Screenings
Meta Hollywood aspires to deliver the best entertainment experience for movie fans.
Fans can purchase tickets with $HWOOD or hold a certain number of tokens to
unlock perks & experiences. Owning a specific NFT or a digital collectible related to
the premiering movie from a promotional event would also grant an IP related perk.
Events Live Streaming
Exclusive to our community members, live streaming covers the events and
happenings in Hollywood. The Meta Hollywood team can access restricted areas
where only the actors and crew are allowed to enter, streaming behind the scenes
and private events, bringing the Hollywood experience closer to the fans.
These videos will also be minted as NFTs and made available for purchase on the
platform.
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Interviews, Merchandise & A-List Meetups
Collectibles come in many formats. They can be valuable moments of actors
sharing their thoughts and experience, not necessarily movie props or autographed
movie posters. Exclusive interviews will be made available in the format of NFTs,
commemorating the quotes of the actors and the joyful moments.
In this way, creators can share their ideas of the movie with fans as another way of
promotion. Fans can also trade their favourite creators’ videos on the marketplace.
On special occasions, such as movie debuts and celebrities’ birthdays, we will
release special NFTs which include exclusive merchandise and experiences to
celebrate and memorialize the event.
Fans will have the opportunity to own the exclusive merchandise and the chance to
meet their favourite actors face-to-face.
Online Class
With access to some of Hollywood's best actors and producers, the MH community
is filled with A-listed Content Creators which can create online tutorials about acting,
cinematography, lighting, costume design, and much more, exclusively for MH NFT
community members at all skill levels. By paying $HWOOD, fans will learn from the
best of the best in the industry. Once purchased, fans will have lifetime access to
the material and can learn at their own pace anytime, anywhere.
Campaigns and Gamification Model
Regular marketing campaigns with seasonal themes will be rolled out to keep our
community engaged. Unlike traditional blockchain projects, which are generally
limited to airdrops when trying to do promotional campaigns, Meta Hollywood can
build a stronger community engagement model by leveraging many Hollywood
events and celebrity networks.
Seasonal Themes
There will be different NFTs and physical collectibles for different occasions. For
example, on Halloween, we will do special drops such as Dracula’s armour,
Scream’s outfit, Alien’s dart gun, etc. All will be available in limited quantities and for
a limited time.
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Classic Movies
With the recent trend of remakes of movies, fans are craving nostalgia. Our
collection of collectibles can easily keep fans excited while they anxiously wait for
new movies. For example, the upcoming release of Top Gun: Maverick will trigger
fans to reminisce of the original movie that started it all. We have a series of
collectibles ready for the classic movie themed drop, including the flying suit Tom
Cruise wore, the Pete Mitchell Maverick flying tag, the flight helmet filmed in the
movie, Top Gun poster, and the F-14 production model.

Celebrating the Individual
At Meta Hollywood, we celebrate actors’ birthdays, milestones, and anniversaries
with fans in the community. For example, we celebrate Will Smith’s birthday and
offer exclusive content for fans to look back on his career, with collectibles like the
military uniform from Independence Day, the staff card in Men in Black, and the
poster of Bad Boys.

Mystery NFT Crate
Mystery NFT crates can be full of surprises. Fans will never know what NFTs they
will receive until the crate is opened. The crate will include a randomised selection
of NFTs, which come with certain guarantees, such as containing an item of a
certain rarity or above, further heightening the excitement of revealing an item.

Privileges and Governance
As mentioned, the purpose of this project is not merely building a marketplace or
online shop for movie lovers. Instead, our objective is to build the largest online
community for movie lovers, powered by blockchain technology. Therefore, we
believe that the community itself will have the best understanding and insights on
how the project should develop and expand. Blockchain technology enables every
$HWOOD token holder to participate in governance decisions by casting votes to
shape the future of the Meta Hollywood platform.
Every token holder has the same rights, but those with more tokens will have a
bigger influence. We have reserved a certain percentage of tokens for platform
rewards, which can be earned through campaign participation. We believe that the
most active users will have a better understanding of the platform and more
valuable insights. Therefore, they should possess greater influencing power to
improve the community.
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OTHER FEATURES
Intellectual Property Rights &
Licence
The NFT space is currently in a rapidly developing stage, and there are still a lot of
controversies in the matters of Intellectual Property Rights. As the blockchain space
is not fully regulated, we may see frauds trying to sell items that are not licensed.
However, as the space grows, we foresee more and more measures to prevent
fraud for the robustness of the NFT space. Intellectual Property Rights will become
a crucial element in differentiating good projects from bad projects.
With Meta Hollywood’s verified ownership of over 60,000 collectibles, authenticity
will be a hallmark of all our offerings. Robert Earl, founder of Virtual Dining
Concepts and Earl Enterprises, which owns Planet Hollywood – has granted the
Meta Hollywood platform the licensing rights to all its physical memorabilia.

Minting NFTs for Future Movie
Items
NFT technology enables early access to unreleased movie items. Instead of a
redemption voucher or an invoice as proof of purchase, NFTs allow fans to hold the
asset in their own wallets and even trade them on secondary markets. These items
will be exclusively available by Meta Hollywood.

Metaverse
To complete the experience of the Hollywood community, we want to offer a
medium where fans can share their collections - a virtual gallery where community
members where owned items can be featured, and members can interact with each
other. By integrating augmented reality (AR) and virtual reality (VR) experiences into
Meta Hollywood, fans can invite and visit each other’s collections of memorabilia.
17

By using cameras on smartphones, augmented reality adds digital elements to a
real-world environment. In comparison, virtual reality implies a complete immersion
experience that shuts out the physical world. Using VR devices such as HTC VIVE,
Oculus Rift, or Google Cardboard, users can be transported into several real-world
and imagined environments such as the headquarters of Skynet or a spaceship in
Men in Black.

Co-owning Legendary
Collectibles
We plan to subsequently offer ownership for some of the collectibles in the form of
NFTs. It is an interesting concept to allow potential collectors to buy highly prized
NFTs. The idea was originally created for collectors to diversify their collection,
generally fine art. However, we found the technology suitable in our community as
well.
Unlike fine arts collectors, movie lovers are more into sharing the joy of their movie
experience through discussions and activities. While movie props are not as costly
as fine art, fans would still be interested in the idea of co-owning items of the movie
they love together. These NFTs will only be available for certain rare collectibles,
considering the demand, technology and extra efforts required for execution.

The Sandbox Integration
The Sandbox has been around for eight years as a virtual world where players can
build, own, and monetize their own voxel gaming experiences. The team’s vision is
to offer a deeply immersive metaverse in which virtual worlds and games will be
created collaboratively and without central authority.
The Meta Hollywood integration will bring a genuinely new gaming experience
inside the Sandbox, which will feature many memorabilia in classic Hollywood
movies. Players can relive the moments of the movies, own and use the classic
movie items, and interact with other movie enthusiasts in the game. The
memorabilia NFT will be available on the Sandbox’s and Meta Hollywood’s
marketplaces.
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META HOLLYWOOD’S
NATIVE TOKEN $HWOOD
$HWOOD, the governance token of the Meta Hollywood NFT ecosystem, empowers
creators and fans to influence decisions concerning features of the platform,
product, and changes to governance parameters.
Active users can earn and purchase $HWOOD in different campaigns. Meta
Hollywood will reward users who value the community most, actively participate in
discussions, refer new users, and promote Meta Hollywood. These users will be
rewarded and have more governance power.

Token Distribution & Vesting
Schedule
The total supply of $HWOOD is fixed at 10,000,000,000 tokens. There will not be
extra minting of the token.

Allocation

Supply

Supply %

Platform and DAO Rewards

2,000,000,000

20%

48-month linear monthly vesting, starting from
platform launch in Q3 2022

Marketing and Content
Development Fund

1,800,000,000

18%

Unlocked after TGE; 48-month linear monthly
vesting

Liquidity

2,000,000,000

20%

Unlocked after TGE

Team & Advisors

1,500,000,000

15%

6-month cliff after TGE; 24-month linear
monthly vesting

Company Reserve

1,500,000,000

15%

Locked

100,000,000

1%

1,100,000,000

11%

10,000,000,000

100%

Public Sale (Token
Generation Event, “TGE”)
Strategic Private Sale
Total
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Unlocking Mechanism

Unlocked at TGE
6-month cliff after TGE; 24-month linear
monthly vesting

$HWOOD Utility
Meta Hollywood will be issuing the Ecosystem Mobile App with $HWOOD as its
utility token. This allows users to use the $HWOOD tokens in the virtual and physical
world through the mobile app and physical club locations. All the $HWOOD token
utility works together to create a balance of supply and demand.

The Meta Hollywood Ecosystem
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Development Phases of Ecosystem App

Phase 1
The first phase will entail Meta Hollywood releasing:
-

A mobile app that allows users to order food from branded restaurants
Access the Meta Hollywood NFT marketplace
Engage in the loyalty points program
Play online games
Access the Meta Hollywood concierge
Share their experiences on social media.

Meta Hollywood will also be issuing digital collectables on the blockchain which will
have utility linked to $HWOOD in the NFT marketplace of the mobile app. This is
the first phase that lasts for only a specific period and is how $HWOOD initially
enters the ecosystem. There may be more digital collectables issued at later
stages. The utility of these later stage NFTs will be derived from the utility
described further below.

Phase 2
The second phase will entail Meta Hollywood releasing a mobile app that upgrades
the previous features with more utility and adds the function to access/book
physical social club facilities and resort hotels. The NFT Marketplace will have new
utility for movies NFTS to issue and perform 3 tasks:
1. Issue / sell movie related NFTs

○ Users who have hold a certain amount of $HWOOD in their wallet will
have early access to these NFTs
○ These NFTs can be purchased in both $HWOOD or ETH
2. Sell Ads
○ Certain ad spaces within the movie can be sold by direct listing or
through auction.
○ These ads can only be purchased / bid for $HWOOD
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3. Vote

○ The movie may allow certain decisions to be decided by $HWOOD
holders. These may range from superficial items such as a colour of a
car to more fundamental decisions such as a character’s story arc.
○ Voting power is correlated with the number of $HWOOD a user holds
in their wallet.

Phase 3
The third phase will entail Meta Hollywood releasing a mobile app that upgrades the
previous features with more utility and increasing the number of offerings across the
ecosystem.
Phase 3 will involve allowing certain $HWOOD related perks for Meta Hollywood
Ecosystem NFT holders. This will be the main way $HWOOD enters the ecosystem
and will last for a longer period and emit the $HWOOD pool allocated for rewards.
In order to further gamify the experience, we could create Movie NFT ‘combos’
where collecting a certain combination of NFTs will mean a multiplier for rewards.
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Revenue Model for Memorabilia NFTs
The revenue generated from the sale of Memorabilia NFTs, Movie NFTs and Ads will
accrue to Meta Hollywood.

Platform and DAO rewards
Laying the community’s foundation with a reward system.

A fair number of tokens, 20% of the total supply, are allocated as platform rewards.
All active fans and creators are eligible for the platform rewards as they participate
in our regular community building campaigns, which includes:
● Referrals
● Brand ambassadors
● Discussion and participation
● Movie reviews
● “X”-and-earn
The platform rewards are carefully designed to incentivize real engagements within
the community. Unlike other NFT platforms, our marketplace already has the quality
to attract adequate trading volume with the unique collectibles. We are not
introducing any mechanism to encourage extra trading volume which may lead to
wash trading issues.

ERC20 Circular Economy
META HOLLYWOOD will send $HWOOD to the treasury to be redistributed when
required.
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Governance
Give power back to the community. Drive the platform forward. Every $HWOOD
holder is empowered to influence decisions over the community’s development.
Platform & Features
•

New features or improvements

•

Supported blockchains

•

Campaigns

Operations
•

UX / UI improvements

•

Fees adjustments

•

Governance rules

•

Forum moderation

•

Advanced functionality

Design & Products
•

Creators and celebrities for partnerships

•

NFT drop themes and format
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MARKETING & CONTENT
DEVELOPMENT FUND
Incentivizing more parties to expand the ecosystem

18% of the total supply of $HWOOD is allocated for the Marketing and content
development fund.
To foster the development and expansion of the ecosystem, Meta Hollywood
welcomes the input from the community through voting. Funds will be used on
different categories, which include:
1. Licensing: grants of $HWOOD to movie creators, actors, critics, etc. in return
for licensing rights to produce officially licensed collectibles.
2. Listing: grants of $HWOOD to physical movie collectibles companies to list
the rare and officially licensed collectibles on Meta Hollywood.
3. Third-party platforms: grants of $HWOOD to development teams for creating,
hosting, or managing platforms that support the collection of rare
memorabilia and feature them on Meta Hollywood.
4. Retail partnerships: grants of $HWOOD for the integration of the Meta
Hollywood platform into third-party platforms.
5. Localization: grants of $HWOOD to global partners for incentivizing local
news, platform localization, and market strategies.

The remaining $HWOOD will be distributed across Liquidity Pool, Team & Advisors,
Company Reserve, and sales.
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LOYALTY WITH $HWOOD
To encourage the holding of Meta Hollywood’s HWOOD ($HWOOD), we will offer a
unique staking program to our community.
In this staking program, holders will be able to earn credits by staking their
$HWOOD into the platform for a committed period. These credits can be used for
purchasing exclusive memorabilia and experiences which are only available to buy
with $HWOOD.
Examples:
● Early script drafts
● Drawing of the design of movie props
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CLUB 3
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About Club 3
We're translating Crypto-native luxury into IRL spaces around the world, bolstered
by proven expertise in scaled hospitality operations. Our vision is to build a global
footprint of clubs curated for the Web3 Community.
Planet Hollywood and Meta Hollywood worlds, in collaboration with Animoca
Brands, bring their proven expertise and generations of transformational hospitality
to the club. Together, with the common goal of creating a first-of-its-kind social
experience - true URL to IRL luxury in the form of a private, members-only club
tailored to the greater community of Web3, crypto, and FT industries.

Locations
Club 3 will be available at multiple global locations starting with West Hollywood.
The best of the west, the only place our clubhouse would settle.

Interior Design
The clubhouse at West Hollywood features interior design by the imitable Francois
Frossard – Miami -based multidisciplinary designer behind some of the world's best
hotels, restaurants, and nightclubs.

Planned Facilities
Multiple dining areas with a diverse array of cuisines offered throughout the venue.
Elegant central bar offering top shelf beer, wine, and spirits. Founder's Only
Cocktail Lounge including a curated selection of whiskey and tequila.
Rooftop bar with scenic views overlooking the city of Los Angeles. Two, private
karaoke lounges with state-of-the-art audio and visual equipment. Club3 exclusive
private dining room and experience.
Multiple private meeting/conference room spaces. Luxurious screening room with
oversized projector. Expansive workspaces throughout the club, including versatile
and collaborative stations. Renowned digital art.
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ROADMAP – A JOURNEY
WITH META HOLLYWOOD
Phase 1 – 2022

Phase 2 – 2023

•

HWOOD Pre-sale

•

Marketplace

•

Community Build

•

$HWOOD TGE

•

Giveaways

•

Creators’ Platform

•

Meta Hollywood
enters The Sandbox

•

IRL Membership Club

•

“X”-and-Earn

MH Ecosystem App
Beta Version
Release ( Tentative:
End of Q1 )

•

Exclusive Content /
Merchandise / Events

•

Studio Partnerships

•

MH Ecosystem App Version 1
Release ( Tentative: End of Q2 )

•

MH Ecosystem App Version 2
Release ( Tentative: End of Q3 )

•
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Phase 3 – 2024
•

Cross Metaverse
capabilities

•

Meta Hollywood
Studios

THE TEAM
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THE ADVISORS
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WELCOME TO
THE NEW FRONTIER OF WEB3
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